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Time, gentlemen, please ...

Next week will see the second reading in the House of
Commons of a private member's bill to extend licensing
hours so that pubs, clubs, and restaurants can sell alcohol
from 10 30 am to 11 30 pm. A bill has also been introduced
into the House of Lords that would allow "any place where
meals are served" (which would include designated rooms in
pubs) to sell alcohol round the clock. Several previous
attempts to extend licensing hours-including one by the
former minister for health, Kenneth Clarke, in 1976-have
failed, but this one may well succeed because it has govern-
ment support. The pressure for change is almost wholly
economic, and the drinks industry newspaper has estimated
that the industry can expect increased profits ofabout £300m
annually if the hours are extended.' The health issues have,
as usual, been largely ignored.

It is extremely difficult to separate the effects of licensing
on alcohol problems from the effects of price, advertising,
and other factors. Alcohol researchers have leant towards the
view that in societies as awash with alcohol as ours changes in
licensing laws have little effect on alcohol related damage.
This orthodox view was supported by at least one analysis of
the changes in alcohol related harm after Scottish licensing
laws were liberalised in 1976.2 Another analysis took a
different view, however, and the truth is probably that any
change that there might have been was obscured by changes
in consumption caused by the recession and changes in police
methods of dealing with drunks.3
To pick up what may be important effects caused by

changes in licensing laws much more complex methods need
to be applied on a smaller scale-and the opportunity for
such a study arises only rarely. One did arise recently in
North Carolina, and the researchers were unable to support
the orthodox view and showed that a small change in
licensing laws caused a statistically significant increase in
deaths from drunken driving (Holt H, International Group
for Comparative Alcohol Studies, Poland, 1986). The chance
arose in 1978 when 23 of the 100 counties in North Carolina

for the first time allowed bars and restaurants to sell spirits to
people on the premises whether or not they were eating.
Previously neither bars nor restaurants had been allowed to
sell spirits, but people had been able to take their own spirits
to a restaurant-a process called "brownbagging." The
other 77 counties did not change and so provided excellent
controls. The researchers found a 6-7-4% rise in spirit
consumption and 16-24% increase in alcohol related traffic
accidents in the counties that changed their laws and no such
changes in the control counties. They also showed that
buying alcohol in the bar or restaurant was more expensive
than taking it with you, and so in this case the small change
in licensing has overridden the normally more powerful
determinant of price.

I quote this study not to argue that it is directly applicable
to the changes that are being proposed in England and Wales
but rather to illustrate that licensing changes can have
powerful effects that may go unnoticed unless careful
research is conducted. That changes in licensing law have
little effect on health is thus at best unproved; they may well
have a serious effect.
What is not disputed-not even by the brewers-is

that Britain has an immense alcohol problem. In such
circumstances a government that cared about health would
avoid changing the licensing laws, which is just what the
suppressed report of the government think tank recom-
mended.4 What such a hypothetical government would do to
reduce alcohol problems would be to raise the real price of
alcohol in the next budget.
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